100Fold / Radio Team Audio Book – Envision Team 2018 – Abingdon
Wouldn’t it be fantastic if someone became a Christian, in part because you
had produced an evangelistic Audio Book for them to listen to? Perhaps
you have a heart and passion for getting good Christian books into the
minds of people like training pastors or those seeking what Christianity is
all about? If you are older and can read aloud well, your gift is needed!!
It is my desire to support people looking into the Christian faith, or support
pastors in training that have problems reading. Wouldn’t it be great to have
Christian audio books freely available for them to listen to?
For some time, I have had the thought of training people to produce
Christian audio books that may be useful to training pastors, particularly
those with little education. I have been given the go ahead to plan and run
a Summer Team (UFM) / Envision Team (GBM) in 2018. It is slated to be
held in Abingdon, making use of the skills of the GBM radio team and using
their studios.
The aim would be to collect together individuals who are interested, support
them to build a recording and editing kit, give them training in simple
recording and editing, then let them loose recording an audio book. The
idea would be for you to finish the audio book after the team ends, and then continue producing more!! I can
see that there are several skills involved here. If you have a heart for any one aspect, you would be very
welcome.
To this end, I would like to get a team together. Each member of the team would:
 with support build a “field recording kit”
 be trained in using the kit to make audio recordings
 be led through building an editing environment on a laptop
 be trained in simple editing a
recording
 ultimately produce an “audio
article” which 100Fold will offer
to gospel partners
 aim to produce an audio book
which 100Fold will be able to
offer gospel partners
We are looking for people with a real heart for this, who may
Do any one of these describe you or someone
have any one (or If this is on your heart you will need to:you know?
more) of several
 have support from you Church
 gifted in reading aloud with a rich mellow interests, to get
 with your Church raise the
voice (you are essential!!!)
involved. On the
estimated £400 to cover kit costs
 able to follow instructions and build a “field one hand there
and boarding for the event and
recording kit”
are
people
 have 2 weeks that you can give to
 able to follow simple instructions to install (unlike me!) who
coming together with a team for
an operating system and auditing software perhaps
are
training
on an old laptop
gifted in reading
 able to be trained in simple editing of audio aloud, who have
files and use this to produce audio books
good clear voices. This may be someone older who is put
 have a couple (or more) of spare hours a off by the following – please don’t be put off! You are
week which they could give to the Lord for needed! Then there are people able to be guided through
work that would make a real difference
building simple mobile recording kits. Are you perhaps one
of those who can follow the instructions in setting up laptops with editing software? Do you know someone who
can pick up the simple editing skills we will be giving training in and use that for the Lord?
If any of these points have made you raise your eyebrows, then contact the UFM
or GBM offices, or contact me NOW! Perhaps this describes someone you know.
Give them this leaflet and pray for them. Ask them in 1 week what they think
infodesk@gbm.org.uk
admin@ufm.org.uk
about this opportunity. Encourage them to contact me or the UFM or GBM office 01235 520 147
01793 610 515
soon!
www.gbm.org.uk
www.ufm.org.uk
Contact me at Keith@100Fold.org or 01296 422 142
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